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Abstract
When software development teams modify their requirements engineering process as an independent variable, they often examine the
implications of these process changes by assessing the quality of the products of the requirements engineering process, e.g., a software
requirements speciﬁcation (SRS). Using the quality of the SRS as the dependent variable is ﬂawed. As an alternative, this paper presents
a framework of dependent variables that serves as a full range for requirements engineering quality assessment. In this framework, the
quality of the SRS itself is just the ﬁrst level. Other higher, and more signiﬁcant levels, include whether the project was successful and
whether the resulting product was successful. And still higher levels include whether or not the company was successful and whether there
was a positive or negative impact on society as a whole.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Organizations throughout the world are attempting to
improve their ability to perform requirements engineering.
All of them need to determine if they have been successful
in their eﬀorts. The basis of this determination is the subject of this paper.
Assessment in most companies targets one of two bases:
• The requirements process itself, e.g., some measurement
of the time and/or resources consumed during the performance of requirements engineering, and/or benchmarking the process itself against a set of ‘‘best practices’’.
• The primary product of the requirements process, e.g.,
some measurement of the quality of the software requirements and/or the entire requirements speciﬁcation.
However, as pointed out by Davis and Zowghi [1], performing well on either or both of these ‘‘tests’’, does not
*
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necessarily translate into true success. Most requirements
engineering process improvement eﬀorts are performed
with an aim of somehow improving the projects with little
or no concern for the resulting products. This is supported
by the following:
• General software process improvement (SPI) frameworks address the area of requirements engineering
in the context of development projects. Initial process
assessments are performed mostly on projects, and
improvements are assessed on projects. This is true
for model-based prescriptive SPI frameworks such
as CMMI [2–4] and SPICE [5,6], as well as for
inductive bottom-up frameworks like QIP [7]. Thus,
improvement is determined to be successful if the
project ends up costing less or completing earlier,
not if the resulting product is more successful in
the marketplace.
• Process improvement experiences reported from industry (for example, [8–11]) have largely focused on assessment and improvement eﬀorts performed from project
perspectives. This should not be a surprise of course,
considering the previous bullet.
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• Requirements engineering process models and bestpractice guides (for example, [12–17]) center on activities
performed on development projects.
Our argument is that the eﬀect of requirements engineering transcends project instances. The success of activities
performed as part of the requirements engineering process
cannot be determined simply by examining a development
instance, but are instead a part of something larger involving product management activities [18,19]. A requirements
engineering process change that, say, halves the eﬀort to
construct a system, but lowers the resulting product’s
acceptance by its intended customers is a failure, not a success. Although this applies equally to every software
process improvement eﬀort, it is most crucial to apply this
to requirements engineering because requirements engineering’s primary purpose is to increase the likelihood that
the as-built product meets the needs of the intended customers. Requirements engineering improvement eﬀorts as
well as process assessment measurements have to take this
into account.
Researchers and engineers alike attempt to make
changes to their processes with the hope that some positive outcome will result. The processes that they change
are typically called independent variables, and the outcomes that are to be observed are called dependent variables. As requirements engineers and as requirements
engineering researchers, we attempt to change the way
requirements engineering is conducted and expect that
positive outcomes will result. The question, however, is
what are these dependent variables? If the dependent
variables are selected deviously, then we can likely prove
that almost any change to the requirements engineering
process was positive. Dependent variables for requirements engineering can vary tremendously from the shortest term (e.g., minimizing the time we spend doing
requirements engineering) to the longest term (e.g., having the best possible result for the health of the planet
Earth). Deciding what is the right dependent variable
for any speciﬁc case is nontrivial, yet of major consequence. This paper presents a framework of dependent
variables, each of which can serve as a requirements
engineering quality assessment basis.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
present the framework for dependent variables suitable
for requirements process quality assessment. In Section
3, measures are proposed for each of the dependent variables. Suggestions for future research are proposed in
Section 4, and ﬁnally our conclusions are summarized
in Section 5.
2. Levels of quality
As requirements processes are changed, we may assess
their impact on many dependent variables. These dependent variables reside within at least ﬁve distinct levels, as
shown in Fig. 1. Starting at the center and working out:

Fig. 1. Levels of requirements process change dependent variables.

• Requirements phase. By far the most commonly used
measure among companies trying to improve their
requirements process, this level includes dependent variables that relate to [20–22]:
 Requirements cost and time. Such as total cost of the
requirements eﬀort, average cost per requirement,
percentage of total development duration used for
requirements.
 Requirements quality. That is, the quality of the
requirements speciﬁcation itself, and so on.
• Project. This level is classically equated with ‘‘project
success’’ [23,24], i.e., whether the project was completed
on time, within budget, and did it meet the requirements. It includes dependent variables that relate to:
 Project cost and time. Such as total cost of the project
and project duration.
 Project estimates. Such as the degree of meeting the
budget, degree of meeting the schedule, degree to
which the as-built product meets the as-speciﬁed
requirements.
 Degree of requirements change.
Notice that a requirements process change that is
assessed as successful using dependent variables
from only the requirements level could still fail miserably at the project level. For example, a project
could reduce the cost of the requirements phase
by skipping it altogether, and the result could be
so much project entropy that the project ends up
costing twice as much as planned.
• Product. Dependent variables within this level determine
the degree of product success, e.g., did the product succeed in fulﬁlling the needs of its intended customers/
users. It includes measures relating to:
 Requirements selection. That is, the degree to which
the requirements selected for the product reduces
errors, increases eﬃciency, and so on, for its users
and or customers.
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 Degree of Impact. That is, the degree to which the product increases revenues, decreases costs, and so on, for
the company developing the product. If the product
is to be sold to a market, then it includes measures of
the units sold, revenues produced, margins attained,
average cost of sales, average order size, and so on.
Notice that a requirements process change that is
assessed as successful using dependent variables from
only project level could still fail miserably at the product level. For example, a project could come in on budget, on schedule, and meet its written requirements, but
because the documented requirements did not reﬂect
the true needs of the users (or because the user needs
changed during development without the project team
noticing), the resulting product could fail in the marketplace. Another example could be that unnecessary
requirements were included in the project eﬀectively
increasing development time and cost without adding
product value.
• Company. Suppose a project is delivered late and/or
over budget, but the resulting product succeeds tremendously in the marketplace. Using dependent variables
from the previous level, we could declare the product
successful. However, what happens if the lateness and/
or excessive cost is the cause of another project within
the same development company failing. Furthermore,
what if the adversely aﬀected project was more critical
to the company’s success than the original project? In
such a case, we cannot declare the project to be successful. The company level includes such measures as
 Portfolio management. The degree to which products
compliment each other, and the degree to which they
each demonstrate optimal use of resources.
 Strategic alignment. The degree to which the product
aligns with corporate strategies.
 Degree of impact. Total corporate revenues, revenue
growth, meeting of revenue targets, proﬁts, proﬁt
growth, meeting of proﬁt targets, market share,
return on investment, cash situation, and so on.
• Society. Although a company may provide great ﬁnancial returns to its shareholders, a corporation also has
a greater responsibility to society at large. Thus, a project that contributes to a company’s bottom line but pollutes the environment or kills people must be considered
a failure. Products always give rise to
 positive and negative externalities [25] that have to be
taken into consideration.

no shortage exists of research aimed at determining
dependent variables related to the quality of software
requirements speciﬁcations. Boehm [26] was the ﬁrst to
deﬁne measures of quality of an SRS. This was followed
by Alford and Burns [27], Zave and Yeh [28], the IEEE
[29], and many others, all of which were summarized by
Davis et al. [21]. More focused work has been reported
by Hunter and Nuseibeh [30] for consistency of requirements, Yue [22] for completeness of requirements, Zowghi and Gervasi [31] for consistency, completeness, and
correctness, Agusa [20] for veriﬁability, and Kovitz [32]
for ambiguity. Meanwhile, in terms of the activity,
COCOMO [33] reports that on average the requirements
phase consumes 8% of the total project resources during
a period of time averaging 20% of the total project duration. In a study of NASA projects, Forsberg [23] presents a graph (see Fig. 2) that shows optimal project
success occurs when 7% to 15% of total project
resources are used during the requirements phase.
• Project. Project performance is often measured in terms
of cost, schedule and how many of the documented
requirements were actually implemented. At least four
distinct requirements-related causes exist for a project
succeeding or failing at the project level:
(1) Poor estimation techniques. Because requirements
deﬁne what is to be done in a project, they serve
as a natural basis for estimation of project costs
and schedules. The primary attempts to estimate
costs and schedules using requirements employ function points or feature points [34,35]. Obviously, if a
project completes its mission and signiﬁcantly
exceeds the resource expectations, one cause could
be that the requirements were stated in a manner
that rendered them ineﬀective as an estimation basis.
(2) Mismatch between requirements speciﬁed and
requirements satisﬁed. The level of fulﬁllment of
the speciﬁed requirements are usually measured
through veriﬁcation and validation (V&V) activities,
of which system testing is the most common [36].
Failure of V&V can be an indication of a poor
requirements engineering process, e.g., the requirements could be too poor to serve as a basis for cre-

3. Related research
Measures for all ﬁve levels have been proposed by others. For example:
• Requirements phase. Impact on the requirements phase
may be measured in terms of its outputs and in terms
of its activity. As the easiest of the ﬁve levels to measure,
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Fig. 2. Forsberg study of NASA projects.
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ating test cases. Inspections of requirements can be
good way to ascertain and in fact measure the inherent testability of requirements [37–40].
(3) Evolving requirements. Some see changing requirements during a project as a problem, and use negative expressions such as requirements creep, as if
requirements change is somehow evil. The reality is
that if the real-world requirements are actually
changing (or even if our perceptions of them are
actually changing), we have just two choices: ignore
the changes and build the wrong product, or change
the requirements being addressed by the project (see
Table 1). In any case, the degree of requirements
change will signiﬁcantly aﬀect the success of the project. The gross number of requirement changes made
to the project’s requirements and severity of these
changes are examples of dependent variables used
at the project level [41–44].
(4) Mismanagement. This cause is unrelated to the subject of this paper.
• Product. The success of an individual product (or a
product line/family) is directly linked to what requirements were selected for realization, i.e., the degree of
alignment between what the product does and what
the needs really are. This is not the same as assuring that
the requirements were realized in the right way, which is
measured by project success, as described in the previous
section. Two issues are directly responsible for the success or failure of requirements engineering at the product level:
(1) Requirements selection. Requirements in a market
driven environment come from several sources both
internal (e.g., developers, marketing, sales, support
personnel, bug reports, etc.) and external (e.g., users,
customers and competitors, often gathered via surveys, interviews, focus groups, competitor analysis,
etc.) [45–47]. The volume of requirements that need
to be handled makes initial screening important in
order to decrease the risk of overloading in the evaluation and realization process [48]. Regnell et al.
present an analytical model based on product strategies and business strategies aimed at enabling initial
handling of large volumes of requirements [49]. The
use of requirements abstraction and indirectly product strategies has also been tried with promising

results through the use of a Requirements Abstraction Model [77].
After initial screening, requirements have to be prioritized, interdependencies need to be deﬁned, and cost
estimations have to be established in order for the
selection process to take place. Several methods for
attaining requirement priority exist, including AHP
[50], the 100-point method [51], triage [52,53], attainment [54], negotiation [55], and the planning-game
[56]. Prioritization can be performed by customers
and/or customer representatives, as well as by internal
experts from marketing and product management.
Prioritization of requirements can be used as input
to the requirements selection before the ﬁnal choices
for realization are made. Interdependencies between
requirements are also a determining factor in selection; studies show that only about 20% of requirements are relatively independent [57]. This may
inﬂuence the selection radically as high priority
requirements can be dependent on low priority
requirements, and vice versa. In addition to priority
and interdependencies, cost estimations have to be
made before ﬁnal selection can be made, determining
what (customer) needs are to be satisﬁed by the product/release, and which requirements are to be postponed or dismissed.
Being able to measure the success of the requirement
selection process is crucial. Regnell et al. present a
model that allows for principal reasoning about both
the quality and the current capacity of the requirement selection process [49]. Karlsson et al. presents
the PARSEQ method which focuses on post-release
analysis of requirements selection quality, examining
the requirements actually selected for realization [58].
In addition, the perceived customer value of a product
can be measured through the use of GAP analysis [59–
61]. GAP analysis measures positive and negative
‘‘gaps’’ between what the product oﬀers and what
the customer perceives. Features and characteristics
of the product are identiﬁed and their fulﬁllment of
customer needs is mapped. A positive gap represents
when a product delivers more than is expected, a negative gap the opposite. One of the earliest descriptions
of the need to measure this ‘‘gap’’ was described in
[62]. Customer Value Analysis (CVA) is similar to

Table 1
The impact of requirements change
Real-world (e.g., market) requirements changing
Yes
Project’s requirements changing
Yes
Good for the Product, but Project may complete late or over
budget
No

Guaranteed that the Product Will Fail, but Project may be
completed on-time and on budget

No
This is the situation that should be called requirements
creep. it is bad for the Product and bad for the Project.
Good for Product and Project
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GAP analysis but also includes the perspective of
using competitor products in the analysis and the
evaluated product is graded with regards to the value
of a need in comparison to alternatives [63]. Both
GAP and CVA can be used to measure selection quality post-release, but the results can also be used
actively as input to the next round of requirements
selection for the product in question. The relationship
between requirements change, development time, and
customer satisfaction was explored by [64].
(2) Product strategies. The development of product
strategies is a way of planning for a product, and
documenting in what way the product will support
business strategies [65]. Product strategies can be
seen as roadmaps for the long-term development
of a product and should reﬂect not only current
market knowledge and customer priorities but also
the long-term goals set for a certain product. The
requirements selection described above should be
done within the boundaries set by product strategies.
Ignoring product strategies (and only looking at current priorities) may mean that a product is successful
short-term, but at the expense of the long-term goals
[40,47]. For example, security requirements may be
deemed less important at present but the long-term
plans for the product is to eventually break into
new market segments where security is deemed crucial. One of the fundamental aims of a product strategy is to explicitly plot the goals and the limits of a
product – focusing all eﬀorts and aligning them in
one deliberate direction [47,66]. On the other hand,
sometimes constraining yourself too much to a business strategy could cause a company to miss new,
out-of-the-box business opportunities that can leverage business technology strengths.
Requirements selection within the boundaries of
product strategy does not guarantee success, as the
strategies followed can be ﬂawed. However having
up-to-date product strategies, which reﬂect all vital
knowledge – from both technology and marketing
perspectives – will most certainly increase the chance
of developing a successful product [40,47,67].
Internal Value Analysis (IVA) is a technique to measure whether or not a product is in line with the
product strategies (and the company strategies), taking limited resources and other products into
account [40,47]. Using IVA, factors like resources
available (time, money, risk, and knowledge) can
be taken into consideration, complementing data
from both GAP/CVA analysis, prioritizations of
requirements, dependency mapping, and cost estimates. Combined, this can form decision support
material for requirements selection taking product
strategies into consideration.
(3) Did the product make money (revenue and/or
proﬁt)? Selecting the ‘‘right’’ requirements from a
customer perspective and thus satisfying customer
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expectations should in theory have a strong correlation with market success. However, many factors,
including the presence of unexpressed, tacit knowledge, can adversely eﬀect the correlation (see [68]
for discussions of elicitation techniques suitable for
discovering tacit requirements). Whether or not the
product is really successful requires a wider perspective, assessing the internal value of realizing requirements, risks taken, resources used, and so on, into
consideration, as well as working within the longterm perspective of product strategies. On the product level, this may suﬃce, especially since many of
the larger issues are ﬁltered down through product
strategies, but regarding taking the ‘‘best alternative
investment’’ into consideration the company scope
has to be taken into consideration.
• Company. The company level of dependent variables in
requirements engineering is closely related to the product
scope described above. However, at the company level, an
overview of the entire product portfolio consisting of
products already deployed, those under development,
and those just being planned, is essential. The product
strategies mentioned in the previous section are created
and compared to the overall strategy of the company
(a.k.a. business strategies) as such [47,66].
Product line literature uses the term ‘‘Product Portfolio
Scoping’’ with regards to the activity of deciding the
overall focus of strategies on a company level as it pertains to product lines – helping to leverage existing
investments where it pays [69]. This activity is based
on traditional portfolio management [46], but has been
adapted to the software product line domain where
reuse is paramount and core assets are established
[70]. The selection of requirements for realization has
to be viewed from the company level when it regards
product line organizations, as the selection of one
requirement can potentially impact several products
that share core assets. This is one of the reasons why
development in product line organizations often take
the company level into consideration with regards to
requirements engineering.
The main idea at the company level is to maximize the
total economic beneﬁts of several products, as opposed
to the product perspective of maximizing the beneﬁts of
a particular product. Many of the same tools, e.g.,
GAP, CVA, and IVA, can be used. The use of bubble
diagrams like the Boston Consulting Group Matrix is
also fairly common [71]. They are used to visualize the
placement of individual products in relation to market
maturity, as well as in relation to each other. The idea
is to get a distribution of products over time relative
to market maturity, risk, and reward in an attempt to
minimize risk and maximize reward in the long run
[72]. These tools help the company choose between
products (and thus indirectly requirements) in a manner
that maintains a balance between high risk – high
reward and low risk – low reward development.
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Another approach to insure company success is to align
all product requirements with explicitly stated corporate
business goals. This has been the subject of a stream of
research by Bleistein and his colleagues at NICTA in
Australia [74,75]. As we have discussed earlier, it is
extremely diﬃcult to assess the degree to which requirements contribute to the satisfaction of quality at the levels of company and society. The work of Bleistein et al.
shows considerable promise in this regard because it
insures a priori that the requirements are aligned with
corporate goals. Of course, it presupposes that (a) corporate goals can be stated in an unambiguous fashion,
and (b) that corporate goals do not mutate (e.g.,
changes to corporate goals add a third dimension and
four more boxes to Table 1 thus if neither the real-world
nor the project’s requirements change, as indicated in
the lower right box of Table 1, but the corporate goals
change, the project could still fail!).
• Society. From the perspective of society, the development
and consumption of products can be associated with
positive and negative externalities [25]. This means that
neither the developer nor the customer bears all of the
costs or reap all of the gains generated by the product.
Developing a defective piece of avionics software can
potentially have negative externalities – the plane crashes.
On the other hand, oﬀering a new solution to improve airport landing scheduling can have positive externalities,
both economic and safety related.
By actively taking positive and negative externalities into
account when formulating company strategies (which ﬁlter down to product development and requirements engineering through product strategies) a company can try to
maximize the positive eﬀects of their product development. This can demand that some resources be added
for analysis of possible externalities, but it may also reap
beneﬁts, e.g., a positive response from society. An example of this can be seen in the automotive industry where
research on alternative fuels is not immediately proﬁtable
in terms of revenue, but it generates good-will and possi-

bly even improvement in long-term competitiveness. By
including the societal perspective in the selection of
requirements for realization a company can attempt to
take a proactive stance regarding product impact on society at large, which can be seen as a pre-requisite for longterm survival.

4. Discussion and future research
No shortage exists of best-practice guides [13] for RE
where ‘‘best’’ means ‘‘best at the requirements-level or the
project-level’’. New best-practice guides need to be developed that take into account broader bases. Similarly, plenty
of dependent variables have been used to assess whether or
not requirements process changes have had a positive or
deleterious aﬀect of the requirements phase activities or
project success. However, to enable us to improve requirements practices and actually have an eﬀect on something
important, we will need to invent new dependent variables
for all levels. There are examples of empirical work where
changes on one level are partially mapped to impact on
another, e.g., Damian et al. present a case study where process improvements in the requirements phase are evaluated
in terms of impact to project activities [78].
Table 2 gives an overview of the quality levels and
groupings of dependent variables presented in this paper.
As requirements engineers, we often handle and measure
dependent variables on the requirement and project levels,
but as we continue to product and especially company levels, the dependent variables and the tools/techniques used
(CVA, IVA, GAP, etc.) are often considered a part of economics and management research.
There is a pressing need for us to see beyond traditional
boundaries and utilize the multidisciplinary nature of
requirements engineering to develop not only new dependent variables but also tools and techniques for their measurement, seizing the opportunity to cooperate with
management researchers, and thus addressing the issues

Table 2
Overview of the quality levels from Sections 2 and 3
Dependent variables
Requirements
phase

Cost and time (RE eﬀort, per
requirement, % of total dev. eﬀort)

Requirement quality (consistency,
completeness, ambiguity, veriﬁability)

Project

Cost and time (project cost, project
duration)

Estimates (degree of meeting budget and
Schedule, planned vs. realized req.)

Product

Requirement selection (screening,
prioritization, packaging to projects)

Impact (revenue, proﬁt, market share,
short- and long-term)

Company

Product portfolio scoping (selecting
what products to commit to, best
alternative investment, reuse)

Portfolio management (balance between
products in diﬀerent lifecycles, balance
between high risk/low risk, etc.)

Society

Positive and negative externalities
(reap beneﬁts/bear costs, good-will)

Requirement change
(creep, addition, new
req.)

Strategic alignment
(support business
strategies, long-term
plans)

Impact (corporate
revenue, proﬁt, market
share, short- and longterm)
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together top-down as well as bottom-up. This will allow
us to take consequential dependencies into account, e.g.,
how should product strategies be formulated to be useful
for requirements engineers performing initial screening/
triage of requirements? Also, through cooperation it
should be possible to develop dependent variables for
measurement across the levels, or at least mapping dependencies between the variables, making it possible to
develop useful holistic models predicting actual impact
of a process change.
For example, inventing new dependent variables and
mapping dependencies between levels can provide a basis
for ﬁnding an appropriate balance between technologypush and market-pull [76] in a product development
organization. As mentioned before, optimal product
strategies can be used to assist in initial requirements
screening activities (requirements selection), and the
requirements themselves can be used as input to management when developing the product strategies themselves.
This can be seen as premiering market-pull, i.e., what is
to be developed depends on the market needs, not on the
creation of innovative ideas and new technologies. Obviously premiering technology-push is also possible, e.g.,
requirements creation can be driven by technologists
rather than by the market. Premiering either or these
over the other can have negative consequences. The complete understanding of the relationships between the
dependent variables can help a company ﬁnd the right
balance between market-pull and technology-push. However, this requires cooperation between managers (formulating strategies), engineers (analyzing requirements and
inventing new technologies), and marketing personnel
(understanding market needs). Requirements engineering
can be used as a link between these three areas. The
dependent variables are the common tool that all three
own and use together to assure that balance can be
obtained.
An eﬀective requirement selection process can help
assure that the ‘‘right’’ requirements are put forward, putting minimal eﬀort on inappropriate requirements that will
be dismissed in later stages or just are not worth implementing, freeing up resources to either realizing more
‘‘good’’ requirements or putting resources into new technology high-risk/high-potential development. In addition,
as an organization’s requirements screening capabilities
increase, overloading becomes a less critical issue, making
it possible to elicit more requirements internally. This could
be a powerful way to enable technology-push in a structured way as internal innovative ideas are compared by
product managers in relation to incoming market-pull
requirements.
As the distance between the independent and dependent
variables increases, more independent variables have their
inﬂuence, making it increasingly more diﬃcult to produce
empirical results that show a correlation between the RE
process change and dependent variables. Most researchers
who have studied the relationship between RE process
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change and downstream success have acknowledged the
diﬃculty of understanding the correlation, but that is not
enough of a reason to not pursue this type of research.

5. Conclusions and contributions
At ﬁrst glance, it appears to be quite easy to determine
whether a RE process change has been beneﬁcial: simply
measure its impact on the requirements phase itself or on
the project. However, the impacts of successful RE process
change are not limited to just projects. A process change
that is highly successful at the requirements phase and project levels (e.g., one that reduces the eﬀorts required for
both) can be a total disaster if it results the creation of a
product that nobody will buy or use.
This paper’s primary contributions are:
• It creates a taxonomy of levels on which the impact of
RE process changes can be assessed.
• It exposes the fact that at higher levels in the taxonomy,
we need to recognize that impacts are multidisciplinary
and multi-perspective.
• It raises awareness that strategies (both company level
and product level) must be explicitly stated [73,74], and
that the individuals performing RE are aware of this work
as they are the ones that have to make decisions within the
limits posed by the strategies in question. Requirements
engineers are the link between management and development [75] as they directly realize strategies through the
choices they make when prioritizing between products,
and between requirements within a product.
• It suggests that product strategies should reﬂect longterm goals, but these goals also have to be aligned to both
current market and technology trends. To this end, the
requirements themselves (from multiple sources – both
internal and external) can be used as input to the creation
of viable and up-to-date strategies, and also as a way to
‘‘test’’ the current company and product strategies. This
‘‘operational feedback’’ could be used continuously to
modify product strategies as needed.
• From a wider perspective, the assessment of requirements
engineering process change is a complex undertaking.
The implications reach much further than project level;
thus, the capability of current assessment and improvement frameworks do not suﬃce. For example, as requirements engineering transcends several perspectives, so do
the activities performed as part of requirements engineering. The implication being that the cost of requirements engineering work cannot be calculated based on
what is done in association with a development instance
(project).
If engineers, managers, and marketing personnel
develop and share responsibility for monitoring dependent variables in collaboration, each group realizing that
a process change aﬀects more than one quality level, suc-
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cess and failure will be judged on a diﬀerent scale than
today.

[20]
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